One of the functions of a panegyric was to interpret and define roles, and across the Ad Heinricum IV (written c.1085/1086)
is preserved in his sole extant work, known to historians as Ad Heinricum IV imperatorem libri VII (Seven Books To Emperor Henry IV, compiled c. [1085] [1086] . 3 The Ad Heinricum is a panegyric addressed to Henry IV. Benzo's use of rulership imagery in relation to Henry, the emperor, has thus been well studied. His portrayal of Adelaide as a princely woman, however, has not. The Ad Heinricum is typically studied from the perspective of the papal-imperial conflict (the socalled 'Investiture Controversy') of the later eleventh century. 4 This conflict played out both in actual warfare in Germany and Italy, and in a war of words disseminated in the polemical literature written both by Henry IV's adherents, and by the adherents of Pope Gregory VII (r.1073-1085). 5 What was at stake in this conflict was the nature of political sovereignty in Christian society. Benzo naturally wrote in defence of Henry's sovereignty.
In addition to Henry's authority, Benzo also reflected on the political roles of elite women, several of whom, including Adelaide of Turin, played a prominent part in the conflict between Henry IV and Gregory VII. 6 Yet Benzo's attitude to women and gender has been neglected in the historiography. Benzo's work is a particularly valuable source for Adelaide, whose considerable contemporary importance is not reflected in the limited attention she has been granted by modern historians. 7 Adelaide's significance to Benzo is clear from the space which he devotes to her in the Ad Heinricum: he includes four metrical letters to Adelaide, plus a prologue introducing these letters; four letters to other recipients, Henry IV, Bishop Burchard of Lausanne, and Bishop Cunibert of Turin (twice), in which Benzo writesexplicitly or implicitly-about Adelaide; plus a description of Adelaide's activities in a later book of the Ad Heinricum. 8 In many ways, Benzo's letters to Adelaide are typical of those written by churchmen to elite women throughout the Middle Ages. 9 hagiography and exegesis, and supplemented with references to classical literature, medieval authors tended to portray women in terms of a limited set of stereotyped, and strongly gendered, roles. These were often based on familial roles, but it was also common for churchmen to use binary tropes-Eve and the Virgin Mary, hussies and matrons 10 -to praise women's 'manly' virtues, and to compare or contrast women with biblical heroines. 11 There is, however, a key difference in Benzo's letters: he wrote to Adelaide as a ruler, and acknowledged her status as such. Across the tenth and eleventh centuries, shifts in dynastic power and practices of inheritance and succession led to the emergence of a new category in medieval society: that of princely women. Princely women, including Adelaide, Beatrice of Tuscany (c.1020-1076) and her daughter, Matilda of Tuscany (1046-1115), inherited territories, ruled in their own right, and played key roles in medieval politics. 12 Their power exceeded that of many of their female contemporaries and predecessors. Benzo grappled with this new category of non-royal, but quasi-regal, ruling women in his work, as did several of his Italian contemporaries, including Peter Damian, cardinal-bishop of Ostia (d.1072) 13 and Bishop Bonizo of Sutri (d.c.1095). 14 This article considers the imagery of rule that Benzo used to describe Adelaide's princely power and status, and the circumstances that shaped his conception of her.
The image of Adelaide that emerges is complex and multivalent. When writing to Adelaide, Benzo used masculine titles, regal imagery, and the model of the Virgin Mary to depict her as a princely woman who was crucial to the imperial cause. Benzo portrayed Adelaide as Henry's closest female counterpart, in preference to women of imperial rank including Henry IV's mother, Empress Agnes, whom Benzo praised in the Ad Heinricum (discussed below), and Henry's wife, Bertha of Savoy, to whom Benzo made no reference. By contrast, when writing to other men about Adelaide, Benzo used female titles and more ambivalent imagery, even going as far as to compare her with Eve. Thus, Benzo's image of Adelaide as a powerful princely woman was carefully calibrated to preserve both Henry IV's pre-eminent status and the traditional gender hierarchy. 
Benzo and the Writing of the Ad Heinricum
Like several of his northern Italian contemporaries, including Peter Damian and Bonizo of Sutri, Benzo (d.c.1089) was from a comparatively modest background. 15 These men all received a similar training in dialectics, rhetoric, and the law in northern Italian cathedral schools. Thereafter Benzo, unlike Damian and Bonizo, entered imperial service, where his work was shaped by the literary and political traditions of the imperial chapel. 16 Benzo's Ad Heinricum thus has much in common with other eleventh-century imperial panegyrics, including those of Wipo of Burgundy and Anselm of Besate, but is ideologically opposed to Damian and Bonizo's work, which commented on ideas of rulership from a pro-papal stance. 17 After serving in the imperial chapel, Benzo was appointed bishop of Alba by 1059 (and perhaps before 1056). During the Cadalan Schism (1061-1064), Benzo supported the imperial candidate, Bishop Cadalus of Parma, against the reform candidate, Pope Alexander II (r.1061-1073). 18 Benzo was also a determined opponent of Alexander's successor, Pope Gregory VII. Thus, around 1076-1077, 19 Benzo was driven from his see by the Pataria-pro-papal religious factions, present in many Lombard cities, whose desire for far-reaching religious change led them into conflict with the episcopal hierarchy. 20 Benzo's whereabouts from 1077 to his death c.1089 are not well known. 21 He perhaps returned to the imperial court (1081-1084), and he probably compiled the Ad Heinricum c.1085-1086.
The Ad Heinricum consists of both verse and prose, not all of which were composed specifically for this work. The text is part anti-papal and anti-Patarene polemic, but Benzo's main aim in writing the Ad Heinricum was to praise Henry IV. Throughout the Ad Heinricum Benzo repeatedly emphasised Henry's imperial status, even before Henry was crowned emperor in Rome in 1084. Benzo presented Henry not simply as the heir of his father, Emperor Henry III of Germany (r.1039-1056), but of earlier Roman emperors, including Julius Caesar, Constantine, and Numa Pompilus (legendary second king of Rome). 22 In addition to Henry's imperial heritage, Benzo also emphasised the sacrality of Henry's imperial mission. 23 Benzo explained Henry's rule by creating a correspondence between earthly rulers and heavenly ones. Benzo presented Henry both as God's anointed, 24 who was the ruler and 15 On Benzo: Seyffert, "Einleitung," 1-12; Giovanni Miccoli, "Benzone d'Alba," Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani 8 (1966), 726-728. 16 Robinson, Authority, 68-74. 17 For comparisons between Benzo, Wipo, and Anselm: Seyffert, "Einleitung," 46 protector of the world after God, 25 and-above all-as a second Christ. As Saverio Sagulo demonstrates, Benzo referred to Henry using Christ-like attributes, 26 and passages from Scripture that are associated with Christ. 27 In Book VI, for example, Benzo described how Henry "manifested himself to the Romans"-a phrase associated with Christ's revelation that he is the son of God; 28 similarly, Henry caused his opponents to wail and gnash their teeth, as was also the case with the enemies of Christ. 29 Moreover, Benzo drew sustained parallels between Henry's entry into Rome for his imperial coronation and Christ's entry into Jerusalem. 30 Benzo's other aim in writing the Ad Heinricum was to secure preferment for himself. By the 1080s Benzo-a "bishop without a bishopric" 31 -was a disappointed man who felt that he had not received the rewards that were his due. 32 Thus, in books IV and V, Benzo included copies of letters that he allegedly sent to various recipients, primarily other Lombard bishops, but also archbishops, Henry IV, and Adelaide of Turin (the only letters to a woman to be included in Benzo's work). These letters served as a record of all that Benzo had done to promote the imperial cause in Italy, and therefore provided a platform for his renewed efforts to appeal to Henry for patronage. In this, however, Benzo was unsuccessful: he does not seem to have been rewarded by Henry, and he never regained his see.
Nor did Benzo's work have much of an afterlife. The Ad Heinricum survives in a sole original manuscript (now in the University Library at Uppsala), which may have been written by Benzo himself. 33 This does not necessarily mean that Benzo's work was unpopular with his contemporaries. Many of the polemics of the Investiture Contest, which had such time-and place-specific themes, have a similarly limited manuscript tradition, surviving only in one eleventh-century manuscript or in fragmentary form. 34 Yet manuscript tradition is not the only-nor perhaps the best-indicator of the contemporary importance or diffusion of a text, particularly polemical texts which were often addressed to very specific audiences within the ruling elite. 35 No letters written by Benzo have survived elsewhere and there is some debate about the authenticity of those preserved in the Ad Heinricum. Certain letters are universally thought to be literary fictions, including two supposedly written by Henry's mother, Empress Agnes, in support of anti-pope Honorius II (Cadalus of Parma) in 1063. 36 Yet there is evidence that at Domini"); 496 ("a deo coronatus"). 25 AH, I.23, 164; V.5, 468. 26 AH, VI.6, 566: "minister latissimus"; I.8(26), 172: "vicarius conditoris." Cf. Sagulo, Ideologia, 92-94. 27 Sagulo, Ideologia, 86-89; also Struve, "Kaisertum," esp. 441, 447-449. 28 AH, VI, Praef., 520: "et manifestavit Romanis se ipsum"; John 2:11. 29 AH, VI, Praef., 532: "Adversantes cogat flere cum stridore dentium"; Matt. 8:12. 30 least some of Benzo's letters were sent as correspondence. The library catalogue at Bordesholm contains references to a poem and a letter that Benzo sent to Archbishop Adalbert of Bremen, 37 and the manuscript of the Ad Heinricum suggests that Benzo sent letters to Adelaide. Benzo's first letter to Adelaide is written on poor quality parchment, in narrow lines, with no chapter headings, and the names of the sender and the recipient are abbreviated. 38 It is markedly shorter than Benzo's other letters to Adelaide and was evidently written at a different time from the other pages in the manuscript. Hugo Lehmgrübner thus argued that it was a draft of the letter that Benzo actually sent to Adelaide, which has simply been pasted wholesale into the Ad Heinricum. 39 Internal evidence also suggests that Benzo may have written to Adelaide. Both the preface of Benzo's letters to Adelaide, and his letter to Henry IV, imply that Benzo wrote to Adelaide with Henry's knowledge, and possibly at his request. 40 Whether or not Benzo actually sent letters to Adelaide influences our understanding of Benzo, but does not fundamentally alter his depiction of Adelaide. The key difference is that if the letters were written c.1080, then Benzo was writing primarily to Adelaide, although naturally mindful of a wider audience, because of Henry's dire need. In 1080, in addition to facing ongoing warfare, Henry IV had just been excommunicated by Gregory VII for a second time. 41 While Henry needed help, Adelaide was unwilling to be drawn into the conflict, 42 and Benzo's letter-writing campaign was thus intended to tip the scales in Henry's favour. By contrast, if the letters were written, or substantially re-worked, for inclusion in the Ad Heinricum, c.1085-1086, then Benzo was writing primarily to Henry, now crowned emperor and in a more secure position, to remind him of Benzo's own importance.
In Benzo's mind, one of the greatest proofs of his value to Henry was that it was thanks to his actions that Adelaide began to support Henry. In the preface to his letters to Adelaide, Benzo reminded Henry of his success: he compared Adelaide with "the queen of the fishes, the wonderful whale" who "could not be caught either by hook or by chain." 43 So Benzo approached Adelaide with honeyed words and, by this means, drew her "into the net of faith and pulled her to the shore at the feet of Emperor Henry." 44 This image of Adelaide is suggestive of the story of Jonah, who is swallowed by a "great fish," which acts as an agent of God (Jonah, 1-3), and also of the idea of churchmen as "fishers of men" (Matt. 4:18-22; 13: Universitätsbibliothek Kiel, MS Bord, 1a, fol. 7v., cited in Seyffert, "Einleitung," 18-19. This calls into question the claim that letter III.3 to Archbishop Adalbert was fabricated: Latowsky, Emperor, 127. 38 AH, 482n200. 39 42 On Adelaide's ambiguous position during the Investiture Context, see: Giancarlo Andenna, "Adelaide e la sua famiglia tra politica e riforma ecclesiastica," in Contessa Adelaide, 77-102. 43 AH, V.9, 480: "Ipsa igitur quasi regina piscium, ammirabilis balena, non poterat capi neque hamo neque catena." 44 AH, V.9, 480: "deduxit eam in sagenam fidei traxitque ad litus ante pedes imperatoris HEINRICI." Oldoni, "L'iconografia," 225-227 suggests that Benzo drew this image from Adam of Bremen's Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum (written 1075), which describes great whales being drawn to shore by the powerful words of pagan Norwegians (IV.32). 48). 45 Benzo's description of Adelaide as "queen of the fishes" perhaps further implies that compared with Adelaide, Henry's other supporters were 'small fry.'
Why did Benzo attribute such importance to Adelaide? In the 1080s Adelaide-thricewidowed and well into her fifties-had been ruling the mark of Turin, which she had inherited from her father, Margrave Olderic-Manfred of Turin (r.c.1000-c.1034), for decades. Since the death of her third husband, Otto of Savoy, c.1060, Adelaide had also been ruling the county of Savoy. The location of Benzo's diocese of Alba, which lay within Adelaide's jurisdiction, 46 probably influenced his view of Adelaide. Yet, Benzo was not alone in his opinion: Adelaide was among the most important territorial princes in the empire, who had intervened decisively on Henry's behalf at Canossa in January 1077 to ensure his release from excommunication. 47 How did Benzo address this princely woman? And what did Adelaide make of his letters? Benzo's letters are written in Latin, and are full of complex allusions to biblical and classical exemplars. If Benzo expected Adelaide to understand these references-and he surely did-then Benzo assumed that Adelaide had a high level of familiarity both with Christian and classical literature. There is less evidence for Adelaide's literacy than some of her female contemporaries. 48 Yet, like Matilda of Tuscany, Adelaide presumably maintained someone to read aloud and translate for her, 49 and she was certainly literate enough to make use of the letters and charters with which she came in contact. Benzo's erudite letters may in fact have functioned as an elaborate compliment. He not only singled Adelaide out to receive these prestige items; he further flattered her by assuming that she could understand his both his Latin and his complex allusions.
Dux A. domina superdomina
Benzo used a variety of masculine and feminine titles to indicate Adelaide's status. This is perfectly encapsulated in the citation with which this paper began: "Duke A[delaide], lady and more than lady." Although Adelaide was the head of a margravial dynasty, Benzo used a ducal, rather than a margravial, title to address her. Adelaide was never in fact the titular margrave (marchio) of Turin. 50 This title was transmitted in succession to each of Adelaide's three husbands, then to her eldest son, Peter, and finally to Peter's son-in-law, Frederick of Montbéliard (r.c.1080-1091). 51 Adelaide shared her power with these men, but she did not relinquish it; she managed to hold, and maintain, her position for more than fifty years. Particularly during her final widowhood (c.1060-1091), Adelaide was the real-and acknowledged-ruler of Turin.
Benzo recognised Adelaide's status as ruler both by writing to her for help, rather than to Frederick, the nominal margrave, and by referring to her as "duke" (dux) in the masculine, rather than "duchess" (ducissa/ducatrix). At the same time, Benzo's use of the unusual phrase domina superdomina acknowledged Adelaide's gender. Domina has no exact English equivalent. Medieval dominae often carried out the same activities, and held the same powers, as male lords (domini) but "lady," the English counterpart to "lord," does not have these connotations. Some scholars thus prefer to leave domina in the Latin; 52 others suggest 'female lord' or 'lordly woman' as an alternative. 53 Yet 'lordly woman'-as Benzo's domina superdomina implies-does not do Adelaide justice. Adelaide was a great heiress and the head of a margravial dynasty. She ruled large domains, exercised supra-regional power, and played a decisive role in papal and imperial politics in the later eleventh century. Although not royal herself, Adelaide was closely related to the imperial dynasty: Henry IV was married to her daughter, Bertha of Savoy. 54 Adelaide was of such exceptionally high status that she is better described as a 'princely woman.'
Benzo in fact twice refers to Adelaide as "prince" (princeps) in his letters to her. 55 At the highest level-following imperial Roman usage 56 -princeps could refer to kings and emperors. For Benzo, Henry IV is the "prince of princes" (principem principum). 57 Military and administrative officers were also entitled princeps, particularly among the upper nobility (counts, dukes, bishops, and abbots). 58 In medieval Germany and Italy these "princes of the realm" (principes regni/imperii) were closely connected with the royal/imperial court: they held their main benefices directly from the ruler; they had the right to participate in royal elections; and were obliged to provide the ruler with political counsel and military aid (consilium et auxilium). 59 Princes' power and status was such that they were sometimes seen as quasi-regal. Particularly within an Italian context, the connection between princeps and imperial traditions was clear, yet the term was ambivalent enough to avoid causing offence.
Ruling Imagery in Benzo's Letters to Adelaide
Benzo did not simply use masculine titles to convey Adelaide's princely status: he also used regal and imperial imagery. In his first letter to Adelaide, Benzo argued that if Adelaide followed his advice and supported Henry, she would "sit in tranquillity under the king in the throne of royal majesty" and "see before you dukes and princes, administering the wealth of the lands of the world for you." 60 With this image-redolent with Marian overtones-Benzo seems to envisage Adelaide being given some kind of authority in Italy; Saverio Sagulo suggests this may have been a reference to vice-regal powers. 61 Similarly, but more explicitly, Donizo of Canossa (writing c.1111-1115) claimed that Matilda of Tuscany, another princely woman, was granted vice-regal powers by Henry V of Germany (r.1106-1125) at Bianello in 1111. 62 Benzo and Donizo both imply that the lands ruled by Adelaide and Matilda should be considered kingdoms and that their female rulers were quasi-regal. Yet Benzo's phrasing is ambiguous and what was meant in real terms is not clear: was this the trade-off for Adelaide's help, or bombast on Benzo's part?
In his second letter, Benzo called Adelaide a "patrician of the Roman senate" (Romani senatus patricia) and offered her the "keys of the whole empire" (claves tocius imperii). 63 Like princeps, this ambiguous phrase situated Adelaide within imperial traditions of power. Although the institution of the Roman senate ceased to exist in the sixth century, from the eighth century certain individuals began to use the title 'senator' again. In Book III of the Ad Heinricum Benzo suggests that this was by imperial appointment. 64 Equally, as Benzo explains in Book VII, the title of patrician (patricius) was originally bestowed on representatives of the Byzantine emperors in Rome. 65 According to Benzo, Emperor Henry III, father of Henry IV, likewise appointed a patrician as his deputy (vicarius), to "attend to the affairs of the commonwealth [res publica]" in his absence. 66 Yet 'patrician' does not solely mean 'imperial deputy': Benzo also used this term to refer to the authority of emperors to intervene in papal elections, in their capacity as "patrician of the Romans" (patricius Romanorum), 67 and as a generic honorary title. 68 In Book VII Benzo refers to Galla, who founded the church of San Lorenzo in Milan, as a "noble patrician of the Romans" (Romanorum nobilis patricia). 69 From the ninth century onwards, the foundation of San Lorenzo in Milan was attributed to Galla Placidia (c.392-450), daughter of Emperor Theodosius (r.379-392). 70 Sagulo thus identifies Benzo's "noble patrician" as Galla Placidia. 71 Yet Benzo may also have had another Galla in mind: the daughter of Symmachus the Younger (d.526), a consul and patrician of Rome. 72 No tradition connects this Galla (d.550) with Milan, but according to a late eighth-century redaction of the Liber pontificalis (Book of the Popes), to which Benzo refers elsewhere in the Ad Heinricum, 73 Galla is said to have founded several religious institutions, including "St Stephen's monastery called cata Galla patricia." 74 This monastery was located close to St Peter's and the connection with the Vatican was evidently important. 75 For Benzo, "patrician of the Roman senate" had connections with both papal and imperial Rome. 76 It was intended to indicate Adelaide's exceptionally high status, and was also suggestive of her political and military obligations in Italy.
Yet referring to a woman as a patrician, or connected with the senate, was unusual. 77 Although it had positive connotations for Benzo, this was not the case for some of his contemporaries. In January 1076, at the Synod of Worms, German bishops wrote a letter which marked a crucial turning point in the relationship between Henry IV and Gregory VII. 78 The bishops criticised Gregory, among other failings, for allowing the church to be "administered by this new senate of women." 79 This was certainly a reference to Beatrice of Tuscany and her daughter, Matilda of Tuscany; Empress Agnes (c.1025-1077) may also have been intended. 80 The bishops' criticism of princely women's political influence contrasts with Benzo's view. In part this is because Benzo was arguing for Adelaide's involvement in secular matters, rather than church ones. Yet the contrast is more apparent than real. Benzo's denigration and/or praise of powerful women was brought about by particular political crises and was not necessarily indicative of deeply held feelings about female rule.
In some ways Benzo's depiction of women transcended gender. He recognised that elite women could use their power to positive effect, much as he was hoping that Adelaide would do on behalf of Henry. Broadly speaking, Benzo praised women who were, or might be, of benefit to the imperial church and/or obedient to Henry, and condemned those who opposed him. In addition to Adelaide, Benzo praised Empress Agnes, mother of Henry IV, for her support of Cadalus of Parma (anti-pope Honorius II), 81 their support for Popes Alexander II and Gregory VII as undermining Henry. 83 Nevertheless, the language and imagery that Benzo used to attack Beatrice and Matilda was gendered and followed well-worn paths of medieval misogyny. In book I of the Ad Heinricum, Benzo explained that for order to be restored three things needed to be done, one of which was to "smite the Amazons in their hinder parts." 84 He also wrote more than once about the conspiracy between monks and "little women" and "hussies" (feminellas, mulierculae) against Henry. 85 Although he did not name these Amazons and hussies, it is likely that Benzo was referring to Beatrice and her daughter Matilda. 86 Benzo thus established a similar opposition between virtuous, imperial 'matrons' (Adelaide and Agnes) and immoral Italian 'hussies' (Beatrice and Matilda) to that observed by Philippe Buc in Liutprand of Cremona's Antapodosis (Revenge/Retribution, written 958-962). 87 Although Benzo's letters emphasised Adelaide's princely status, they were also clearly intended to teach her how to behave. Benzo was convinced that in advising Adelaide to support Henry, he was relating the will of God. In his first letter, "B[enzo] faithful, and more than faithful, [sends Adelaide] the counsel not of Ahitophel but of the holy archangel Michael." 88 Ahitophel is a biblical exemplar of a bad counsellor: he was an advisor of King David, whom he deserted in favour of Absalom. When Absalom's revolt failed, Ahitophel hanged himself (2 Sam. 15:12, 17:1-23). Michael, by contrast, was the prince of the angels who, during the war in heaven, confronted the dragon (Satan) and cast him down (Rev. 12:7-9). Benzo cast himself on the side of the angels, and suggested that there would be dire consequences for Adelaide if she failed to heed his advice. His use of the language of lordman bonds-Adelaide is his domina superdomina; he is her fidelis et superfidelis-made a related point. Reciprocal personal obligations were fundamental to relations between lords and their followers. Obliquely, this letter emphasised that just as Benzo was Adelaide's fidelis, she in turn must be faithful and obedient to her lord, Henry.
In his second letter, Benzo emphasised the importance of obedience to authority with reference to the story of Jonah, who fled from the face of the Lord (Jonah 1-3) . Benzo reminded Adelaide that: "it was of no use to Jonah that he prepared to flee; willingly or unwillingly, he brought the word of salvation to the Ninevites. Therefore everything has been set in accordance with the will of God. And you alone now struggle against his authority?" 89 According to Massimo Oldoni, the example of Jonah is the key to understanding Benzo's purpose in his letters to Adelaide. 90 Yet-while Benzo certainly thought that Adelaide should accept divine will, as relayed by Benzo-Jonah is not the only, nor even the most 83 Cf. Sagulo, Ideologia, 103-104, 151-152. 84 Benzo is referring to Psalm 77:66 here. AH, I.19, 156: "Postremo percutiat Amazones in posteriora ne sint novissima earum prioribus peiora." 85 AH, VI.Narr.(4), 546; VII.2, 600. 86 Benzo's "Amazons" and "hussies" are often understood as references to Matilda (Seyffert, AH, 155n314; Hay, Leadership, 204). Given the plural, and the date (1060s), Beatrice must also be intended. 87 Buc, "Hussies". 88 AH, V.9(10), 482: "B. fidelis et superfidelis, / consilium non Achitophelis, sed sancti archangeli Michahelis." 89 AH, V.10(11), 484: "Nil denique valuit Ionae quod fugam paravit; nolens, volens, verbum salutis Ninivitis ministravit. In voluntate ergo Dei universa sunt posita. Et vos sola nitimini modo contra eius imperium?" 90 Oldoni, "L'iconografia," 227. Benzo also compared himself to Jonah in his fourth letter to Adelaide: AH, V.12(13), 492.
important, model cited to encourage this result. Benzo's letters depict Adelaide as a second
Virgin Mary far more than as a second Jonah. There were many different medieval traditions about Mary, who could thus be invested with different meanings according to the needs of a particular author. 91 In Benzo's construction she was, above all, an obedient figure who did not refuse what had been foreordained and did not ignore God's messenger.
Elsewhere in the Ad Heinricum Benzo used the Virgin Mary as a general exemplar for entry into Christ's-and Henry's-service. 92 In his letters to Adelaide, the Virgin Mary is clearly a guide for proper feminine behaviour. Oblique Marian references can be found in Benzo's second letter to Adelaide, in which he admonished Adelaide to accept God's will, like the handmaid of the Lord (Luke 1:38). 93 Benzo continued this theme in his third letter to Adelaide, arguing that she must accept her foreordained role as the protector of both Henry and of the Church:
You are indeed that 'queen' who appeared to the psalmist at the right hand of God [ This passage makes extensive use of regal and Marian imagery, much of it drawn from the Old Testament. 95 From the ninth century, the queen of Psalm 44, who sits "at the right hand of God," was often seen as a prefiguration of the Virgin Mary as Queen of Heaven, 96 and verses from Psalm 44 were used during Marian feasts. 97 Given Benzo's emphasis on Adelaide's princely status, he may have found this reference to the queen of Psalm 44 particularly apt. Adelaide, who appears to have been devoted to the Virgin Mary, 98 may also have been pleased by the parallels between herself and Mary as Queen of Heaven.
There are other Marian references in this letter: the Bride from the Song of Songs, whose "eyes were of doves," was often associated both with the queen of Psalm 44 and with the Virgin Mary. Although it was not until the twelfth century that the Song of Songs was fully interpreted as a commentary on the Annunciation, verses from it had been incorporated into the liturgy for the feasts of Assumption and the Nativity of the Virgin as early as the ninth century. 99 Finally, the reference to Adelaide as "full of graces" recalls the angel Gabriel's words to Mary at the Annunciation: "Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee" (Luke 1:28). This text was part of the liturgy, and was incorporated into the well-known Marian prayer the Ave Maria ('Hail Mary'), which became popular from the mid-eleventh century onwards. 100 With these references to the queenship-and obedience-of the Virgin Mary, Benzo was arguing that Adelaide, a princely woman, should-similarly obediently-use her political power to support Henry IV and bring about unity between Church and State. Benzo made this point more explicitly with reference to the common medieval palindrome 'Eva to Ave', 101 . That is to say: "Be the giver of law over the folds of the Christian flock." Be the guardian of the flock of Christ, which rash presumption has scattered through the thickets. 102 The Eva/Ave palindrome neatly encapsulated the typological relationship between Eve and Mary. In the second century, the Pauline conception of Christ as the 'second Adam' (1 Cor. 15:45) was extended to Mary as a 'second Eve'. Thereafter, Mary's obedience was seen as instrumental in the restoration of divine order, which was made chaotic by Eve's disobedience. 103 According to Benzo after the Virgin Mary gave birth to Christ, the rule of faith was restored. 104 Since discord had returned to the contemporary church, which was embodied for Benzo by Gregory VII and his supporters, a new Mary (Adelaide) was needed to restore the Christian community to harmony. Adelaide, as her name indicated, was perfectly placed to "be the guardian of the flock of Christ."
Marian imagery is also present in Benzo's fourth letter to Adelaide. Here, with a clear, even inflated, sense of his own purpose, Benzo assumed the role of a prophet. He reiterated to Adelaide that his advice came from God: "through me, his lowest servant, God reveals his mysteries to you." 105 Benzo argued that Adelaide must fulfil her preordained role: "in the spirit and power of Elijah you will prepare the way for Caesar." 106 And just as Elijah told Ahab:
There will be no rain, except by my word [3 Kings17:1], so, o lady, … a similar sentence shall come from your mouth: "As the Lord lives, there shall be no bishop, nor margrave, nor any man be raised to any honour, except by my word" [3 Kings 17:1]. O praiseworthy piety of the Redeemer who deigned to raise His handmaid to the height of such honour. 107 By indicating that Adelaide would be able to appoint bishops and margraves Benzo once again emphasised her princely status. At the same time, Benzo also indicated how unusual it was for a woman to be placed in such a position.
Benzo ended his fourth letter with an overt comparison between Adelaide and Mary. He urged Adelaide to: "Say, therefore, o lady, as Mary said to the angel: Behold the handmaid of the Lord, let it be done to me according to your word". 108 The tenor of all of Benzo's previous letters culminated in his use of the Virgin Mary as an exemplar here. Following the model of the Annunciation Adelaide, like Mary, must accept her destiny as relayed to her by the lord's messenger and obediently fulfil his wishes. The key difference, in Adelaide's case, is that Benzo was the lord's messenger, and she must fulfil Henry's will rather than the will of God.
Similarities between Adelaide and Henry
A comparison of the titles, exempla, and imagery Benzo used when writing to and about Adelaide and Henry reveals numerous points of similarity. Benzo drew remarkable parallels between Adelaide, a princely woman, and Henry, an emperor. Benzo referred to each of them as being protected by God "like the pupil of his eye," 109 and envisaged them both as sitting at the right hand of God. 110 Benzo also used the same-or similar-titles to refer to Adelaide and Henry: they are both entitled princeps 111 and patricius/patricia, 112 and while Adelaide was Benzo's domina, Henry was his dominus, and to both, Benzo was fidelis et superfidelis. 113 Where Benzo suggested that Adelaide was granted vice-regal powers in Italy, he explicitly stated that Henry was chosen by God to be His vicar (vicarius conditoris). 114 While Benzo emphasised the sacrality of Henry's imperial mission, he also attributed a quasi-sacral status to "holy" (sancta) and "most blessed" (beatissima) Adelaide. 115 Using exempla, Benzo also drew parallels between Adelaide and Henry, and other paired figures, including Egeria and Numa Pompilius, Martha and Christ, and the Virgin Mary and Christ. Cumulatively, this suggests a unified view, not simply of male imperial rule, but also of female princely rule.
While Benzo's ideological use of Numa Pompilius and Christ in relation to Henry has long been recognised, his depiction of Adelaide as Henry's female counterpart in rule has not. Yet, given Benzo's view of Henry as a second Christ, his depiction of Adelaide as a second Mary is clearly significant. He envisaged Henry and Adelaide as divine deputies, and as important mediators between the human world and the heavenly one. At the beginning of Lent 1082, Benzo wrote to Henry about the success of his letter-writing campaign to Adelaide. Benzo emphasised that Adelaide would conform to the ideal of the Virgin Mary, by explaining that she "received the messenger of my lord [i.e. Benzo] as if she saw the angels of God." 116 Allusions to Adelaide as a Marian figure may have been designed to appeal to Henry. As Ian Robinson has shown, the Virgin Mary was a special patron of Henry and his dynasty. 117 They were also designed to demonstrate that Adelaide was crucial to his imperial mission. Adelaide, Benzo argued, was destined to place herself in Henry's service, so that, with her aid, Henry could achieve his destiny as a Christian emperor. 118 Henry, as a second Christ, was to mediate between God and man, 119 while Adelaide's role as a second Virgin Mary, the medieval intercessor par excellence, was to intervene on Henry's behalf.
Benzo also used the paired figures of Egeria and Numa Pompilius, and Martha and Christ, to make related points. In Book VI of the Ad Heinricum, Benzo depicted Adelaide, now fully converted to the imperial side, as a mediator between Henry IV and one of Henry's main opponents in Italy, Matilda of Tuscany. 120 Adelaide's own high status, and her connections both with Henry and with Matilda (her second cousin), 121 Little came of these negotiations, if they ever took place, 123 but that was not Benzo's primary concern. Benzo made use of classical and biblical figures to depict Adelaide not just as a mediator, but also as one of Henry's chief counsellors.
Egeria is a classical exemplar of a female counsellor: she was a nymph who was an advisor to (and in some accounts, wife of) Numa Pompilius. 124 Across the Ad Heinricum Benzo emphasised that while Numa Pompilius was a "divine counsellor" (divinus consiliator), 125 it was Egeria's wisdom and good advice which ensured his success. 126 Around 1075, for example, Benzo wrote to admonish Bishop Cunibert of Turin for not doing more to resist the Patarenes. 127 To protect the faith, Benzo suggested that Cunibert should be like the sons of the "old grandmother Gambara" (Gambara vetus avia). When Gambara's sons followed her advice, just as Numa Pompilius trusted Egeria (qui credulus Hegerię), their people prospered and faith spread. 128 Oldoni sees Gambara simply as an allusion to Lombard origin myths, 129 but it is also an oblique reference to Adelaide. When Benzo wrote to Cunibert (c.1075), Adelaide, like Gambara, was "an old grandmother" with two sons-Peter (d.1078) and Amadeus (d.1080)who ruled alongside her. Moreover, in 1070, she had acted decisively to prevent a Patarene candidate from becoming bishop of Asti. 130 Benzo also explicitly referred to Adelaide as Egeria in a letter to Bishop Burchard of Lausanne (r.1056-1089), the chancellor of Italy (r.1079-1087). In this letter, written c.1080, Benzo argued that Adelaide should be made the leader of the imperial party in Lombardy: "let her be named teacher of the council by the legates, as ruler and leader of the general consultation, just as Egeria was the leader in the cause of [Numa] Pompilius." 131 The biblical Martha and her sister Mary (Luke 10:38-42) were frequently interpreted as types of the active and contemplative life. 132 Martha, who served Christ food, represented the active life; Mary, who did not help Martha, but sat at Christ's feet and listened to his teaching, represented the contemplative life. Christian authors often saw the contemplative life as preferable to the active, but Martha was increasingly exalted from the eleventh century onwards. 133 This is certainly the case in Benzo's work, where Adelaide's support for Henry is praised. 134 Benzo does not, however, specify what kind of support he envisages Adelaide giving Henry. As was clear from her important diplomatic role at Canossa, 135 Adelaide was well-placed to aid Henry, if she chose. Other contemporaries emphasised the importance of Adelaide's control of Alpine passes. William of Chiusa, for example, writing in 1095, explained that Henry did not dare to refuse Adelaide's request that he release the abbot of Chiusa, whom he had taken prisoner, because "in a certain sense, she held the keys to the kingdom, the entrance to Lombardy." 136 Equally, Arnulf of Milan (writing c.1077) called Adelaide a "truly military domina" (militaris admodum domina) in relation to her attack on Asti. 137 It is, in fact, likely that after 1082 Adelaide mobilised her followers, and probably also campaigned herself on Henry's behalf. 138 Benzo, however, did not suggest that Adelaide should play a military role. This may be because elsewhere in the Ad Heinricum Benzo depicted the intervention of other women-Beatrice and Matilda of Tuscany-in military affairs in negative terms. 139 Certainly, Benzo preferred to depict Adelaide as Henry's advisor and mediator, rather than as an active military agent.
Differences in the way Benzo writes to and about Adelaide
Despite the remarkable parallels which Benzo drew between Adelaide and Henry, he also maintained clear and hierarchical differences between them. In particular, Benzo expressed Adelaide's princely status differently when writing to her versus to other men. The implication of this change in tone is that Benzo did actually send letters to Adelaide around 1080, rather than simply compose them for the Ad Heinricum, c.1085-1086. When writing to Adelaide, Benzo emphasised her quasi-regal status, but when writing to other men, particularly Henry, Benzo's discussion of Adelaide's position was more ambivalent. In contrast to many medieval authors, Benzo rarely utilised familial language to describe Adelaide, particularly when writing to her. Yet elsewhere in the Ad Heinricum Benzo referred to Henry as Adelaide's son (filius), 140 and urged Burchard of Lausanne to call her the "king's mother" (regis mater). 141 This highlighted the personal, affective bonds which meant that Adelaide should help Henry, but did so by distorting their relationship: Henry, who was married to Adelaide's daughter, Bertha, was her son-in-law, not her son. 142 While princes-and lordship more generally-are often implicitly gendered male, Benzo clearly indicated that Adelaide was able to exercise princely power. As we have seen, he did so when writing to Adelaide by referring to her with masculine terminology (dux/princeps). Medieval authors often used masculine titles and attributes to describe powerful women, and Benzo was not alone in referring to Adelaide in this way. In 1064, for example, Peter Damian wrote to "most excellent Duke Adelaide" (Adalaida excellentissima dux), seeking her help in imposing clerical celibacy in her lands. 143 Yet Adelaide is only entitled duke or prince in letters
